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Abstract—Dynamic programming is a well known technique
to solve combinatorial search and optimization problems. LDDP
(Local Dependency DP) problems are those DP problems where
each update to an entry in the DP table is determined by the
contents of its neighboring cells. The amount of parallelism
available for a given LDDP problem may vary depending on
the position and number of neighboring cells involved in the
computation.
In this paper, we develop a parallel heterogeneous (CPU+GPU)
framework for solving LDDP problems. We use GPU and CPU
speciﬁc optimizations and investigate if the given problem is a
good candidate for heterogeneous computation. We also devise
techniques to distribute the workload between CPU and GPU.
We show how our framework can be used by considering several
case study problems.

Usually an iterative approach is followed to construct solutions
to bigger subproblems using solutions to smaller subproblems.
A special class of DP problems called LDDP (Local Dependency DP) problems are ones in which update to an entry
in the DP table is determined by the contents of neighboring
cells [8]. Many non DP problems also mimic local dependency
nature of LDDP problems. We collectively classify these
local dependency problems (DP and non DP) as LDDP-Plus
Problems. Examples of this class of problems are common in
many domains like speech processing (Dynamic Time Warping
Algorithm [2]), bioinformatics (longest common subsequence,
pairwise sequence alignment with afﬁne gap cost [8]), image
(Floyd-Steinberg dithering [12]) and the like.
Every LDDP-Plus problem has a table associated with it,
which can be ﬁlled iteratively (bottom-up approach) by using
the corresponding formula. The general form of the LDDPPlus formula can be given as below where the function f
depends on the problem.


table[i][j − 1], table[i − 1][j − 1],
table[i][j] = f
table[i − 1][j], table[i − 1][j + 1]

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic Programming(DP) is a powerful technique used
for efﬁciently solving a vast set of complex optimization problems. It is widely used in areas of scheduling, string editing,
packaging, bioinformatics, and inventory management [14].
Because of its impact and applicability across a wide range of
domains, it is believed that DP will retain its importance in
the future for science and engineering. This importance makes
it one of the Berkeley 13 dwarfs [3].
Dynamic programming aims at solving complex problems
by dividing them into simpler subproblems. For dynamic programming to be applicable, the problem must exhibit two key
properties, optimal substructure and overlapping subproblems.
•

•

The number and position of neighboring cells involved in
the function will determine the extent of parallelism available
for the given problem and the complexity involved in parallelization.
In this work, we categorize LDDP-Plus problems into four
different categories. We design and implement heterogeneous
algorithms for each of these four categories of problems as
a complete framework. Our framework can act as a software
tool that can enhance the productivity of programming modern
heterogeneous systems. Using our framework, users can readily create solutions for problems that follow local dependency
dynamic programming approach by just providing the function
that dictates the dependency pattern.
Since parallelism proﬁles (degree of parallelism v/s time
plot) for the four categories are signiﬁcantly different from
each other, we design separate heterogeneous execution strategies for each one of them. Our focus here is to give the
right amount of work to right computational unit at the right
time. One crucial thing, apart from a good workload division
scheme, in a heterogeneous setup is to hide (or at least
minimize) the data transfer latency between the host (CPU)
and the device (GPU). For this purpose, we propose a pipeline

A problem exhibits the optimal substructure property if
its solution can be obtained efﬁciently by combining the
optimal solutions to its subproblems.
A problem exhibits the overlapping subproblems property
if the space of its subproblems is small. That is, problem
can be decomposed into subproblems which are reused
several times.

Dynamic programming problems can be approached either
in top-down way or bottom-up way. In the top-down approach,
we can formulate solution to a DP problem by recursively
using the solution to its subproblems. Since the subproblems
are overlapping, we can easily store the solutions of already
computed subproblems into a table and use them later. In
the bottom-up approach, we solve the subproblems ﬁrst, and
use these solutions to build solutions to bigger subproblems.
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the tiling parameter and parallel schedule to ensure good performance wrt parallelism and cache efﬁciency. Chowdhury et
al. [9] also developed cache-oblivious algorithms for dynamic
programming problems in bioinformatics.
Solution to LDDP problems in unreliable memory was
proposed by Caminiti et al. [7]. Bille et al. [6] presented cache
oblivious algorithms to suit string comparison based LDDP
problems (like LCS) in which at most three neighboring cells
are involved in computing the value of the current cell. All
these solutions are CPU based.
Cuencaa et al. [10] presents heuristics for work distribution
of a homogeneous parallel dynamic programming scheme on
heterogeneous systems.

based data transfer scheme for hiding data transfer latency
between the CPU and the GPU. However, due to complex
data patterns, sometimes this pipeline scheme is not applicable.
We identify those cases and propose a pinned memory based
inexpensive data transfer scheme for them.
We summarize our main technical contributions of this work
as follows.
•
•

•

•

We categorize LDDP-Plus problems into four categories
on the basis of their parallelism proﬁles.
We propose a heterogeneous framework that includes
high level support for each category of problems. A
user of the framework needs to supply only the problem
dependent function f .
We introduce optimizations in the framework such as
efﬁcient workload division schemes, pipelining to hide
communication costs, and coalescing to improve memory
access.
We also show three case studies that indicate how to
use our framework along with results on two different
heterogeneous computing platforms.

B. Organization of the Paper
In the rest of the paper, we ﬁrst describe some background
material in Section II. Section III gives the details of heterogeneous framework. We discuss about some optimization techniques in Section IV. Section V presents some implementation
details. Case study of different types of problems is presented
in Section VI followed by concluding remarks in Section VII.

It is important to note that every LDDP-Plus problem
might have potential for some problem speciﬁc optimizations.
However, we are just interested in the problem independent
optimizations. Our aim is to achieve good performance for
all (LDDP-Plus) problems against excellent performance for
a speciﬁc problem.
Our consideration of heterogeneous algorithms is motivated
by the fact that the current architectural trend in parallel
computing is towards a heterogeneous collection of devices involving CPUs and accelerators such as GPUs and Intel XeonPhi. Hence, the design and development of heterogeneous
algorithms aimed at commodity heterogeneous computing
platforms are of immense research interest. Heterogeneous
algorithms for a variety of problems from domains such as
sorting [4], graph algorithms [5] [13], sparse matrix computations [18], are reported in recent literature.

II. P RELIMINARIES
The class of LDDP-Plus problems is characterized by a
function which considers values of previously computed adjacent cells to update each position in a k (k ≥ 2) dimensional
table. For simplicity, we deal with 2 dimensional LDDP-Plus
problems in this paper.
Every cell, apart from boundary cells, in a 2 dimensional
table is surrounded by 8 neighboring cells. So the value to be
ﬁlled in celli,j of the table is deﬁned by following function.
celli,j = f (celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j , celli−1,j+1 , celli,j+1 ,
celli+1,j+1 , celli+1,j , celli+1,j−1 , celli,j−1 )
We say that two cells are said to be conﬂicting each other
with respect to celli,j if the following conditions hold.
• both the cells are neighbors of celli,j AND
• a straight line drawn through them passes through
celli,j .(See Figure 1(a)).
Usually, the function f in LDDP-Plus problems does not
vary with respect to the cell that is being ﬁlled. Thus, the
process of ﬁlling the table cannot proceed if the value to
be ﬁlled in celli,j is dependent on the conﬂicting cells due
to cyclical dependencies. This implies that the value to be
ﬁlled in celli,j cannot be dependent on more than four
neighboring cells. Also none of these four cells should be
pairwise conﬂicting.
To categorize LDDP-Plus problems, we select a set of four
non-conﬂicting cells as a representative set. The elements of
this set are called the representative cells. The choice of a
representative set among all sets having four non-conﬂicting
cells does not impact our categorization or our framework implementation. They can be viewed as similar sets (dependency
structure) by appealing to symmetry. For our paper, for a cell
with indices i and j, we use following set as our representative
set.

A. Related Work
Local dependency Dynamic programming has direct applications in different domains. It is thus not surprising that a lot
of research attention is devoted in parallelizing LDDP problems. Early works have largely focused on problem speciﬁc
solutions. Fast problem speciﬁc algorithms like parallel bit
vector algorithm (for longest common subsequence problem)
has reached from its primitive parallel solutions (by Allison
and Dix [1]) to very fast GPU based solutions proposed by
Kloetzli et al. [17] and Kawanami et al. [16]. Deshpande
et al. [11] presented heterogeneous implementation of error
diffusion dithering (which is a non-DP local dependency
problem).
Focusing on generic solution to LDDP class of problems,
one of the ﬁrst notable works is that of Chowdhury et al. [8].
They present a generic CMP(cache-efﬁcient chip multiprocessor) algorithm with an associated tiling sequence. For each
type of CMP (D-CMP, S-CMP, or Multicore), they specify
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(a) Neighboring Cells and Conﬂicting Cells

(b) Representative Sets





 


(c) Contributing Cells

Fig. 1. (a) The black cell represents the cell under consideration (celli,j ). All the 8 cells surrounding celli,j are neighboring cells (represented by shades).
Pairs having same shading types are conﬂicting to each other. (b) Grey cells represent representative cells. There are 8 representative sets possible. We choose
the set marked with ’a’ as our representative set. (c) Representative cells (grey) marked with ’c’ represent contributing cells for longest common subsequence
problem.

RS(i, j) = { celli,j−1 , celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j , celli−1,j+1 }
Depending on the function f that is problem speciﬁc, one
or more of representative cells decides the value to be ﬁlled
in celli,j . These cells are called contributing cells. The set of
contributing cells is called contributing set.(See Figure 1(c)).
It can be now noted that while our framework uses a common representative set across the four categories of LDDPPlus problems, changes to the contributing set is what induces
the four categories in LDDP-Plus problems as follows. Every
LDDP-Plus problem is associated with a function which
deﬁnes how the value of celli,j is ﬁlled in a given iteration.
This function is characterized by number and position of
contributing cells. This function takes one or more cells
(contributing cells) from the representative set as input and
returns the value to be ﬁlled in celli,j as output.

threads (with hyper threading). GT650M has 2 streaming
multi-processors (SMX) with each having 192 cores for a total
of 384 compute cores.
We use OpenMP speciﬁcation 3.0 for thread creation on the
CPU. To program the GPU we use the CUDA API Version 5.0.
The CUDA API Version 5.0 supports asynchronous concurrent
execution model so that a GPU kernel call does not block the
CPU thread that issued this call. This also means that execution
of CPU threads can overlap a GPU kernel execution.
III. F RAMEWORK D ESCRIPTION
In this section, we explain the categorization we achieve
for LDDP-Plus problems. Recall that each such LDDP-Plus
problem can be associated with its contributing cells that
dictate the inputs to the function f . As shown in Section II,
there are at most four contributing cells for any LDDP-Plus
problem. Therefore, depending on the position and number of
contributing cells, a total of (24 − 1) = 15 different types
functions can be formed as shown in Table I. All these 15
combinations of contributing cells can be mapped into six
types of patterns as shown in Table I. See also Figure 2 for
an illustration.
Of the six patterns patterns Vertical and Horizontal are symmetric in nature. Similarly, patterns Inverted-L and mirrored
Inverted-L are also symmetric as shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
these four patterns can be reduced to two patterns, Horizontal
and Inverted-L. The other two patterns can be addressed by
appealing to symmetry. Thus, we are left with only four
distinct patterns for LDDP-Plus problems.
The input to our framework is a user-deﬁned LDDP Plus
function, which takes one or more of representative cells as
input, and returns the value to be ﬁlled in celli,j as output.
On the basis of number and position of contributing cells, the
framework maps the function to a pattern. The selected pattern
describes which cells will be processed in parallel in a given
iteration.
Based on the parallelism proﬁle of the selected pattern, the

celli,j = f (celli,j−1 , celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j , celli−1,j+1 )
A. A Brief Overview of our Experimental Platform
In this section, we brieﬂy describe the heterogeneous platforms used in our experiments. We use two different heterogeneous platforms and both these platforms are a combination of
Intel multicore CPUs and Nvidia GPUs. One (labeled HeteroHigh) is composed of server class hardware, which is typically
the one that is used for developmental purposes and the other
(labeled Hetero-Low), represents commonly used commodity
desktop and laptops conﬁgurations.
1) Hetero-High: It consists of an Intel i7 980 CPU and an
Nvidia Tesla K20 GPU. The Intel i7 980 has six cores with
each core running at 3.33 GHz. The i7 980 can handle twelve
logical threads (with hyper threading). Tesla K20 is based on
Nvidia’s Kepler microarchitecture with 13 streaming multiprocessors (SMX) with each having 192 cores for a total of
2496 compute cores.
2) Hetero-Low: It is a relatively low end setup. It consists
of an Intel i7-3632M CPU and an Nvidia GeForce GT650M
GPU. The Intel i7-3632M has four cores with each core
running at 2.2 GHz. The i7 980 can handle eight logical
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(a) Anti-Diagonal

(b) Horizontal

(c) Inverted-L

(d) Knight-Move

(e) Vertical

(f) mInverted-L

Fig. 2. Pattern Types. For a given pattern, all cells marked with number i can be processed in the ith iteration. Cells marked with same number can be
processed in parallel.
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Fig. 3. Heterogeneous execution of Anti-diagonal pattern problems. Cells
processed by CPU is colored in grey (low work region) and blue (in high
work region). Uncolored cells are processed by GPU. In Phase-2, we need to
transfer boundary cells (red boundary) to GPU. To process ith anti-diagonal,
GPU needs boundary cells from last two anti-diagonals.

D IFFERENT CONTRIBUTING SETS AND CORRESPONDING PATTERN

CPU and the GPU. As shown in Figure 3, the heterogeneous
algorithm can be completed in following three phases. In the
following, tswitch and tshare are parameters whose values will
be speciﬁed later.

framework divides the work between the CPU and the GPU. In
a given iteration, both the CPU and the GPU may participate
in computing the values for disjoint set of cells. The value
computed by the CPU (or GPU) might be needed by the GPU
(or CPU) in subsequent iterations. The framework takes care
of efﬁcient data transfer between the CPU and the GPU.
In the following subsections, we describe our algorithm
execution strategies in a heterogeneous setup for the four
different patterns identiﬁed earlier.

Phase-1:
For the ﬁrst tswitch iterations, we let the CPU process
all cells lying across the corresponding anti-diagonal.
tswitch is the threshold (number of iterations) crossing which the program switches from a low work
region to a high work region.
Phase-2:
For the next (totalN umberOf Iterations − 2 ∗
tswitch ) iterations, we distribute the work between
the CPU and the GPU. We assign ﬁrst tshare cells
of the corresponding anti-diagonal to the CPU and
rest to the GPU. Note that because of the dependency
created by celli,j−1 and celli−1,j−1 , the GPU needs
the values of these cells (computed by the CPU)
lying on CPU-GPU boundary to proceed. So in each
iteration of this phase, data transfer between the CPU
and the GPU is needed.
Phase-3:
For next tswitch iterations, we let the CPU operate
on all the cells of an anti-diagonal (like phase-1).

A. Anti-diagonal Pattern
If the contributing set is either {celli,j−1 , celli−1,j−1 ,
celli−1,j } or {celli,j−1 , celli−1,j }, we can compute the values
of the cells across an anti-diagonal in parallel. The degree of
parallelism increases with each iteration until the main diagonal of the table is reached. After that the degree of parallelism
starts decreasing. In a pure GPU (or CPU) approach, we can
assign one thread (or block of threads) to each cell (or a set of
cells) of a given anti-diagonal. For diagonals with a low degree
of parallelism, the overhead of parallelism can outweigh the
beneﬁts of a heterogeneous approach. We therefore let the
CPU do entire work in such regions. However, as the degree of
parallelism increases, we can distribute the work between the
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(a) Case-1

(b) Case-2

Fig. 4. Heterogeneous execution of horizontal pattern problems. Cells processed by the CPU is colored in blue. Uncolored cells are processed by GPU. In
Case-1, We need to transfer boundary cells(red boundary) to GPU. To process ith row, the GPU needs boundary cells from last row. In Case-2, We need to
transfer boundary cells (red boundary) both ways (CPU to GPU and GPU to CPU).

{celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j+1 },
transfer is needed.

Such a strategy of using the CPU alone or the CPU and the
GPU over varying degree of parallelism is a popular strategy
that is used also in [15], [11] among others.

two-way

data

C. Inverted-L Pattern

B. Horizontal Pattern
In this type of pattern, the value of celli,j is dependent only on the values of cells from the (i − 1)th
row. As can be noted from Table I, the possible contributing sets for this pattern are {celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j },
{celli−1,j , celli−1,j+1 }, {celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j , celli−1,j+1 },
{celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j+1 } and {celli−1,j }.
One important characteristic of this pattern is that the degree
of parallelism is constant across all the iterations. In a pure
GPU (or CPU) approach, we can assign one thread (or block
of threads) to each cell (or a set of cells) of a row. Since
enough amount of work is available in all iterations, we can
distribute the workload between the CPU and the GPU from
the ﬁrst iteration. Also, since the amount of work available
is same in all the iterations, a similar work division strategy
can be followed in all the iterations. As shown in Figure 4,
the heterogeneous algorithm can be completed in one phase.
In the following, tshare is a parameter whose value will be
speciﬁed later.
Phase-1:
For numberOf Rows iterations, distribute the work
between the CPU and the GPU. Assign ﬁrst tshare
cells of the corresponding row to the CPU and rest to
the GPU. Depending on the contributing set, one-way
(CPU to GPU or GPU to CPU) or two-way (CPU
to GPU and GPU to CPU) data transfer is required
in each iteration. However, for the contributing set
{celli−1,j }, data transfer is not needed.
Data Movement:
• Case-1:
If
the
contributing
set
is
or
{celli−1,j ,
{celli−1,j−1 ,celli−1,j }
celli−1,j+1 }, one-way data transfer is enough.
• Case-2:
If
the
contributing
set
is
{celli−1,j−1 ,celli−1,j ,celli−1,j+1 }
or

Fig. 5. Heterogeneous execution of Inverted-L pattern problems. Cells
processed by the CPU is colored in grey (low work region) and blue (in high
work region). Uncolored cells are processed by GPU. In Phase-1, we need
to transfer boundary cells (red boundary) to GPU. In the ith iteration, GPU
needs boundary cells (having red boundary) from last one iteration (inverted-L
shape).

If the contributing set is {celli−1,j−1 }, this pattern is
followed. In each iteration, we process cells lying across an
inverted-L shape. The size of inverted-L decreases with each
iteration. Hence, the degree of parallelism decreases with time.
In a pure GPU (or CPU) approach, we can assign one
thread (or block of threads) to each cell (or a set of cells)
lying on corresponding inverted-L. Since enough amount of
work is available in early iterations, we can distribute the
workload between the CPU and the GPU from ﬁrst iteration.
Once the amount of work reduces to a threshold, we can
allow CPU to take full control. As shown in Figure 5, the
heterogeneous algorithm can be completed in two phases. In
the following, tswitch and tshare are parameters whose values
will be speciﬁed later.
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all the cells. tswitch is the threshold (number of
iterations) crossing which the program switches from
a low work region to a high work region.
Phase-2:
For the next (totalN umberOf Iterations − 2 ∗
tswitch ) iterations, we distribute the work between
the CPU and the GPU. In each iteration, we assign
ﬁrst tshare cells to the CPU and rest to the GPU.
Note that anti-diagonal pattern requires one-way data
transfer only. But knight-move pattern requires twoway data transfer.
Phase-3:
For next tswitch iterations, we let the CPU operate
on all the cells.

Phase-1:
For the ﬁrst (totalN umberOf Iterations − tswitch )
iterations, we distribute the work between the CPU
and the GPU. We assign the ﬁrst tshare cells of
the corresponding inverted-L to the CPU and rest
to the GPU. Note that because of the dependency
created by celli−1,j−1 , GPU needs the values of the
cells (computed by CPU) lying on the CPU-GPU
boundary to proceed. So in each iteration of this
phase, data transfer between the CPU and the GPU
is needed.
Phase-2:
When only tswitch iterations are left, we switch from
a high work region to a low work region. Hence
we allow the CPU to operate on all the cells of the
corresponding inverted-L.
Alternatively, this class of problems can be solved using
horizontal pattern (Case-1).

This heterogeneous execution scheme is similar to the one
proposed by Deshpande et al. [11] for implementation of Floyd
Steinberg Dithering.
IV. O PTIMIZATIONS

D. Knight-Move Pattern

In the following subsections, we describe some optimization
techniques used in our framework. These optimizations are
applicable independent of the actual problem.
A. Thread per Cell vs Thread per Block
On the CPU, creating large number of threads is not a
good choice for standard reasons such as the overhead of
thread creation and context switching. So, for processing on
the CPU, we create a few heavy-weight threads where each
thread is responsible for processing a group of cells (one or
more blocks/sub-blocks).
On the other hand, to exploit massively parallel architecture
of the GPU, creating a large number of light-weight threads
is the best choice. So, we follow thread per cell strategy on
GPU.
Fig. 6. Heterogeneous execution of the Knight-Move pattern problems. Cells
processed by the CPU are colored in grey (low work region) and blue (in high
work region). Uncolored cells are processed by GPU. In Phase-2, two-way
transfer of boundary cells is needed. In the ﬁgure, to compute cell 11 (GPU
boundary cell, circled in blue dots), GPU need values 8 and 10 (red arrows)
from the CPU. To compute cell 18 (CPU boundary cell, circled in blue dots),
the CPU need value 17 (red arrow) from the GPU.

B. Memory Coalescing on the GPU
Whenever a thread accesses the global memory, it always
acts on a large chunk of memory at once even if the thread
needs to access a small chunk. If other threads are accessing
the contiguous memory locations, GPU can reuse the same
large chunks for other threads. We make the access pattern
coalesced by simply storing all the cells marked with the
same number in Figure 2 together in a one dimensional array
and maintaining non decreasing order. Thus, the way we store
the table in our framework depends on the nature of accesses
to the table over the four different categories of LDDP-Plus
problems.

If the contributing set contains both celli−1,j+1 and
celli,j−1 , then the knight-move pattern is followed. The parallelism proﬁle of problems belonging to this pattern resembles
that of anti-diagonal pattern based problems. i.e. the degree
of parallelism increases with each iteration until half the
iterations are over. After that the degree of parallelism starts
decreasing.
So, like the anti-diagonal pattern (see Figure 3), the heterogeneous algorithm for the knight-move pattern problems can
be completed in three phases as shown in Figure 6. In the
following, as earlier, tswitch and tshare are parameters whose
values will be speciﬁed later.
Phase-1:
For the ﬁrst tswitch iterations, we let the CPU process

C. Managing Data Transfers
If both CPU and GPU are involved in processing, the need
of data transfer arises. Table II shows the data transfer needs
corresponding to each pattern. Based on whether one way data
transfer is enough or not, we propose two different strategies
for efﬁcient data transfer.
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1) Case-1: One Way Transfers: If we need to transfer the
values only from the CPU to the GPU (or vice versa), we
can use a pipelining approach. To explain this approach, we
use the horizontal pattern as an example with the contributing
set as {celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j }. To compute the value of celli,j
on the GPU boundary, we need boundary values (from the
CPU), from previous iteration. In the ﬁrst iteration GPU
sits idle. In the mean time the CPU can compute the ﬁrst
row, and transfer the 0th row to GPU simultaneously. This
simultaneous operation is possible using CUDA Streams. In
the next iteration, while the CPU computes the 2nd row and
transfers the 1st row to GPU, GPU can compute the 1st
row. this process goes on till (n + 1)th iteration where GPU
computes value of nth row and the CPU sits idle.
2) Case-2: Two way transfers: The pipelining approach
does not work if two way data transfer is needed. It is
important to note that we only transfer a few cells. So, we use
pinned memory which provides fast memory access if data
size is small.
Pattern

1-way / 2-way

Anti-diagonal
Horizontal (case-1)
Horizontal (case-2)
Inverted-L
Knight-move
TABLE

1
1
2
1
2
II

Fig. 8. Time comparison of inverted-L(iL) and horizontal case-1 (H1) pattern
program on CPU and GPU.

A. Finding the Values of Parameters tswitch and tshare

way
way
way
way
way

Depending on the parallelism proﬁles, the heterogeneous
framework divides the matrix into two types of segments (low
work segment or high work segment). The number of iterations
to be executed by the CPU in low work region is deﬁned by
tswitch . In the high work region, the number of cells processed
by the CPU per iteration is deﬁned by tshare . We obtain these
values empirically as follows.
To know the optimal value of tswitch , we ﬁx tshare to 0 and
we run the algorithm for different values of tswitch . We plot
the running time against different values of tswitch . As shown
in Figure 7, this process generates a concave curve. The point
corresponding to the minimum time on the curve indicates the
optimal value of tswitch .
Now, we ﬁx the value of tswitch to its optimal value, and
we run the algorithm for different values of tshare . The point
corresponding to the minimum time on the curve indicates the
optimal value of tshare .

PATTERNS AND CORRESPONDING DATA TRANSFER NEED . 1 WAY- (CPU TO
GPU OR GPU TO CPU), 2 WAY ( BOTH WAYS ).

B. Horizontal Pattern (case-1) v/s inverted-L Pattern
To solve a problem whose contributing set is {celli−1,j−1 }
or {celli−1,j+1 }, we can either use the inverted-L pattern or
case-1 of the horizontal pattern. Although, number of iterations
in both the cases are same, uniformity in terms of number
of cells per iteration and coalescing-friendly layout makes
the horizontal pattern a better choice. Our experiments as
described in Figure 8 support this choice. We have used the
function f (i, j) = max(celli,j , f (i − 1, j − 1)) + c for these
experiments. Figure 9 shows the performance of different
implementations (CPU, GPU and Framework) of a problem
(characterized by the function f (i, j) = min(f (i − 1, j −
1), f (i − 1, j)) + c) using case-1 of the horizontal pattern.

Fig. 7. Heterogeneous algorithm time for different number of iterations
handled by the CPU in low-work region for longest common subsequence
problem ( DP table of size (4k x 4k) ).

V. I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

C. Using the Framework

In the following subsections, we describe some implementation details along with some experiments to ﬁnalize our
strategies.

For using this framework, a user has to provide the following.
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(a) Hetero-High

(b) Hetero-Low

Fig. 9. Time for different table sizes for Horizontal pattern case-1 on Hetero-High and Hetero-Low platforms.

(a) Hetero-High

(b) Hetero-Low

Fig. 10. Time for different table sizes for Levenshtein Distance problem on Hetero-High and Hetero-Low platforms

two sequences a and b, this metric can
following function.
⎧
⎪
max(i, j),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨f (i −⎧1, j − 1),
⎪
f (i, j) =
⎨f (i − 1, j) + 1,
⎪
⎪
⎪
min
f (i, j − 1) + 1,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎩
f (i − 1, j − 1) + 1

1) Function f : A function deﬁning how the value of celli,j
will be computed using neighboring cells and additional
resources. The nature of this function identiﬁes the
category to which the problem belongs to.
2) Initialization: Since the initial value of the cells in the
table for LDDP-Plus problems are problem dependent,
the user has to provide the right initialization.
VI. C ASE S TUDIES

be calculated by
if min(i, j) = 0
if (ai = bj )
otherwise

This function suggests that the value of celli,j is dependent
on celli,j−1 , celli−1,j−1 and celli−1,j (in the 2-dimensional
DP table). Hence, it follows the anti-diagonal pattern.
For two strings of length m and n, the size of the DP table
is (m + 1) x (n + 1). All the cells in this table are initialized
to 0.
Figure 10 shows the performance of different implementations (CPU parallel, GPU, Framework) of Levenshtein Distance for different problem sizes. Due to existence of low
work region in the start and towards the end, the use of CPU
improves the performance of heterogeneous algorithm over a
pure GPU implementation (even for small table sizes). As the
table size increases, the difference between execution times of

We present the performance of our framework on three
different problems for three different patterns. In the previous
section, we have shown that the inverted-L pattern problems
can be solved more efﬁciently by using the horizontal pattern
(case-1). Also, we have already seen the performance of different implementations of the horizontal (case-1) pattern. So,
in this section, we are ignoring these two patterns (inverted-L
and horizontal case-1).
A. Levenshtein Distance using an Anti-diagonal Pattern
The Levenshtein distance [19] between two sequences is a
metric which gives the minimum number of single character
edits needed to change one sequence into the other. For any
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GPU and heterogeneous implementation becomes remarkable.
This is attributable to the fact that, with increase in input size,
the execution time becomes much higher than the kernel setup
time.
B. Floyd Steinberg Dithering using the Knight Move pattern

Fig. 11. Data dependency in Floyd Steinberg Dithering. celli,j cannot be
processed unless it receives the errors (scaled by factors shown in the ﬁgure)
from its neighboring cells.

In this algorithm, for each pixel (i.e. celli,j ) of the output image, the nearest color is calculated by using the
threshold. Then the error is calculated for that pixel by
comparing it with the corresponding pixel in the input
image. This error is scaled by a factor of 7/16, 3/16,
5/16 and 1/16 and the resulting values are forwarded to
celli,j+1 , celli+1,j−1 , celli+1,j , celli+1,j+1 respectively. Due
to this, we cannot proceed with the calculation of celli,j unless
values of celli,j−1 , celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j , celli−1,j+1 are available (See Figure 11). Thus, following scheduling constraint is
followed.

T ime(i, j − 1), T ime(i − 1, j − 1),
T ime(i, j) > max
T ime(i − 1, j), T ime(i − 1, j + 1)
Each pixel (cell) in the image (table) is initialized to 0.
Figure 12 shows the performance of different implementations (CPU parallel, GPU and Framework) of Floyd Steinberg
Dithering for different sizes of DP table. For smaller images,
multicore CPU implementation performs better than the GPU
implementation (because CPU is more suitable for small
number of heavy-weight threads). So for smaller images, heterogeneous implementation works as good as pure multicoreCPU implementation. But for larger images, the GPU implementation performs better than the CPU implementation. Also,
work sharing makes heterogeneous implementation better than
the pure CPU/GPU implementation as the image size grows.
Since we are using the same approach (for knight move
pattern) as proposed by Deshpande et al. [11] for Floyd
Steinberg Dithering, our results are also similar to them. The
small improvement in performance can be attributed to the use
of a relatively high end GPU by us.
C. Checkerboard Problem using Case-2 of the Horizontal
pattern
One of the standard problems that can be solved using the
LDDP-Plus characterization is the checkerboard problem. In
the checkerboard problem, we have a grid of size n × n, and
each cell in the grid has a cost, c(i, j) associated with it.
The problem is to ﬁnd the shortest path, in terms of the cells
visited, from any cell in the ﬁrst row to any cell in the nth
row. The paths considered have to maintain the constraint that
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from a given cell, one can go to the neighboring cells that are
diagonally left forward, diagonally right forward, or straight
forward. For example, from cell indexed (i, j), the path can
go to one of (i − 1, j − 1), (i − 1, j) and (i − 1, j + 1).
Given the above description, the shortest distance to reach
celli,j can be
⎧calculated by following function.
∞,
if (j < 1)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
or (j > n)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨c(i, j),
if (i = 1)
⎧
f (i, j) =
⎪
⎪
f
(i
−
1,
j
−
1)
+
c(i,
j),
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
min f (i − 1, j) + c(i, j),
otherwise
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎩
f (i − 1, j + 1) + c(i, j)
This function suggests that value of celli,j is dependent on
celli−1,j−1 , celli−1,j and celli−1,j+1 (in the 2-dimensional DP
table). Hence, it follows the horizontal pattern (case-2).
Each cell in the DP table is initialized with the cost
associated with it.
Figure 13 shows the performance of different implementations (CPU parallel, GPU and Framework) of checkerboard
problem for different sizes of DP table. A low work region
does not exist in this pattern. In high work region, apart from
kernel setup time, we have additional overheads of pinned
memory access and data transfer (2-way). These overheads
are more than actual execution time for smaller table sizes.
However, as the table size grows, work partitioning improves
the performance of the heterogeneous algorithm over a pure
GPU implementation.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a framework for Local Dependency Dynamic Programming problems on a heterogeneous
systems. For different cases of local dependency problems, we
demonstrated whether the selection of heterogeneous approach
is a good implementation strategy. As the input size grows,
the idea of work sharing starts showing more positive impact
on the implementation. It would be interesting to see how
does a heterogeneous approach impact the implementation if
the system has some other accelerators like Intel Xeon-Phi.
Our framework can ease the process of developing efﬁcient
heterogeneous programs for the targeted class of problems.
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